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Wherein lies the cultural, political, literary, and aesthetic value of speculative texts geared toward teen audiences?
This course is a rigorous examination of contemporary young adult literature and media with speculative themes. It will focus
on fantasy, dystopian, and science fiction texts, and as a collective, we will determine the capacity that these genres possess to
shed light on precarious issues such as sexism, homophobia, transphobia, racism, ableism, settler colonialism, and poverty.
Wherein lies the literary, political, and cultural importance of these young adult genres? To what extent can these novels push
us to think critically about ourselves, our perspectives, our values, and our place in society? Why are these genres so popular
today and to what extent do they reflect issues and concerns present in contemporary society? We will address these questions
by interrogating texts that are focalized through a teen’s consciousness and experience, and in turn, we will debate the viability
of approaching both real and fictional worlds through the eyes of teenagers from different walks of life. Please note that this
course will focus heavily on matters of gender, sexuality, race, and queerness.
The texts, readings, and media in this course depict events and experiences that may be disturbing or unsettling to some
people, including but not limited to: suicide, sexual assault, bullying, graphic violence, drug use, sex and sexuality, and
domestic abuse. We will address, examine, and discuss all of these topics rigorously, seriously, and ethically. Feel free to
express any concerns that you may have about the course content and readings or to meet with me to discuss any personal
reaction that you had to any text. If the course content will make you unable to comfortably participate in class discussions,
you may want to reconsider enrolling in this course.

Click HERE to book a meeting with Professor Matos. You can reach him via email: amatos@sdsu.edu.

Course Goals and Objectives
• You will explore and define the limits, parameters, and potentialities of YA literature, culture, and scholarship.
• You will examine how speculative and fantastic representations of adolescence are inflected by domains of identity including
but not limited to gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, and/or class.
• You will develop an understanding of the aesthetic and narrative techniques that authors implement to represent both
adolescence and imagined/fictional worlds.
• You will understand how speculative YA literature uses fantastic settings and characters to reflect on contemporary issues and
ideologies present in the lives of today’s teens.
• You will detect and discuss current and emerging trends in the field of YA speculative fiction, and appreciate the literariness
and political viability of this field through close-readings and literary criticism.

What primary texts will we read and discuss this semester? Click on the book covers below to order your books online:

SDSUYA!!
Secondary Readings: All of the primary course texts will be paired with articles, think-pieces, and criticism from various fields of study,
including children’s and YA literature, gender studies, queer theory, critical youth studies, affect theory, and critical race theory. All of
these readings will be uploaded to Blackboard. At times, some of these secondary readings can be quite dense and difficult. If you are
having difficulties with these readings, please visit me during office hours.
Technology in the Classroom: Laptops, tablets, and phones are allowed in the classroom as long as they don’t interfere with your
participation and engagement in class. If you use devices for non-course related purposes, you will be marked absent that day.

What are the evaluation policies and assessment criteria for this course?
Midterm Exam (250 points = 25%): A midterm exam will be given after we conclude the first half of this course. This will be a
take-home exam in which you will answer two essay-length questions that addresses broad issues or topics in the field of
speculative young adult literature (you will be given a selection of four essay questions).
Final Project (350 points = 35%): In lieu of a traditional final exam, you will have two different options for this project: a) an
argumentative research paper, or b) a creative project. Regardless of what option you choose, you will draw from class
discussions and independent research to develop your final project. More details will be discussed in early November.
Class Tweets (150 points = 15%): You’re required to have an active Twitter account for this course (either an existing one or
one created specifically for this course). At least once a week, you must share a thought, question, or impression that you had
when engaging with the course texts and secondary readings. You are welcome to post more than one tweet per week, however,
these multiple tweets will only count toward a single week of tweeting. Feel free to be as creative, serious, and/or imaginative as
you want to be with these tweets. GIFs and memes are particularly welcome! Your tweets will shape the conversations that we
have in class and will push you to engage with the texts prior to our meetings. My twitter handle is: @ProfAngelMatos. Follow
my account and note that you are free to unfollow me once final grades are submitted. Please make sure to mark all of your
course tweets with the following hashtag: #sdsuYA. More details on this component will be discussed in class.
Attendance (200 points = 20%): If you have 1-2 absences during the semester, you will receive full marks for this component.
For each additional absence over the second, excused or not, you will receive a full grade deduction from your attendance
grade. If you have 6 or more absences throughout the semester, excused or not, you will receive a zero (0) in this component. In
cased of a prolonged illness or personal issue, please contact me as soon as possible via email.
Discussion Leading (50 points = 5%): You and a group of peers will lead one of our class discussions. You will design a
handout that contains essential information about the text you are assigned to discuss, a list of generative discussion questions,
and notable quotes that you would like to discuss with the rest of the class.

Grading Scale
A = 100-95%
A- = 94-90%
B+ = 89-88%
B = 87-83%
B- = 82-80%
C+ = 79-78%
C = 77-73%
C- = 72-70%
D+ = 69-68%
D = 67-60%
Please note that a course grade of A is only given to students who demonstrate outstanding achievement in their work and class
performance. If your work and performance are not outstanding, innovative, creative, and rigorous, do not expect this grade.

Additional Course Policies
Academic Honesty: The intentional, uncredited use of another person’s work is a serious academic offense that won’t be
taken lightly in this course. If I determine that you plagiarized any of the work that you turn in for this class, you will
automatically receive an F for that assignment and you will be reported to the Campus Judicial Affairs Office. Further action
may be taken depending on the severity of the case. For more information on this matter, please click here.
Assignments: Assignments must be turned in by the established due date and in the requested format. In terms of late
assignments, one letter grade will be deducted for every day of lateness, including weekends. If you need an extension for an
assignment, you must contact me at least two days before the established deadline and have a valid justification for the
extension request.
Respect & Open-Mindedness: Controversial and charged topics will be discussed throughout the semester. I expect you to
approach every topic discussed in class with sensibility, maturity, and open-mindedness. I also expect you to respect
everyone in the classroom at all times.
Disability Services: If you are a student with a disability and you need accommodations for this class, please contact Student
Disability Services (SDS) at (619) 594-6473 or visit SDS in Calpulli Center, Suite3101 as soon as possible. Note that
accommodations are not retroactive, and they cannot be provided until you present a letter from SDS.

Detailed Course Schedule
Tuesday, August 27 | Course Introduction
Thursday, August 29 | The Narrative and Ideological Conventions of Speculative YA Literature
Read: Mike Cadden’s “The Irony of Narration in the Young Adult Novel”
Carrie Hintz’s and Elaine Ostry’s “Introduction,” in Utopian and Dystopian Writing for Children
and Young Adults
Tuesday, September 3 | Feminist Futures
Read: Lilliam Rivera’s Dealing in Dreams (pp. 1- 85)
Thursday, September 5| Discussion Leading Session
Read: Lilliam Rivera’s Dealing in Dreams (pp. 86 - 170 )
Tuesday, September 10 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Lilliam Rivera’s Dealing in Dreams (pp. 171 - 255 )
Thursday, September 12 | No Class Meeting Today (Blackboard assignment due by midnight)
Read: Marilisa Jimenez García’s “En(Countering) YA: Young Lords, Shadowshapers, and the Longings and
Possibilities of Latinx Young Adult Literature”
Write: 300-word Blackboard post in which you apply García’s article toward the analysis of Dealing in Dreams.
You must also write a short response to one of your peer’s posts.
Tuesday, September 17 | Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Lilliam Rivera’s Dealing in Dreams (pp. 255 - end)
Thursday, September 19| Magical Realism
Read: Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap (Part 1: May: Milk Moon)

Detailed Course Schedule (Continued)
Tuesday, September 24 | No Class Meeting Today (Blackboard Assignment Due By Midnight)
Read: Don Latham’s “The Cultural Work of Magical Realism in Three Young Adult Novels”
Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap (Part 2: June: Strawberry Moon)
Write: 300-word Blackboard post in which you apply Latham’s article toward the analysis of Bone Gap. You must
also write a short response to one of your peer’s posts.
Thursday, September 26 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap (Part 2: June: Strawberry Moon)
Tuesday, October 1 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap (Part 3: July: Thunder Moon)
Thursday, October 3 | Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Laura Ruby’s Bone Gap (Ending: August: Green Corn Moon)
Tuesday, October 8 | Posthuman Young Adult Literature
Read: Adam Silvera’s They Both Die at the End (pp. 1-100)
Thursday, October 10 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Adam Silvera’s They Both Die at the End (pp. 101-200)
Tuesday, October 15 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Adam Silvera’s They Both Die at the End (pp. 201-300)
Thursday, October 17| Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Adam Silvera’s They Both Die at the End (pp. 301-end)
Victoria Flanagan’s “Posthumanism in Young Adult Fiction”
Tuesday, October 22 | The Dark Fantastic
Read: Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone (pp. 1 - 120)
Thursday, October 24 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone (pp. 121- 240)
Friday, October 25 | Take-Home Portion of Midterm Due Today
Tuesday, October 29 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone (pp. 241- 360)
Thursday, October 31 |Discussion Leading Session
Read: Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone (pp. 361- 480)
Tuesday, November 5 | Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone (pp. 481 - end)
Ebony Elizabeth Thomas’s “Toward a Theory of the Dark Fantastic” in The Dark Fantastic: Race and the
Imagination from Harry Potter to the Hunger Games

Detailed Course Schedule (Continued)
Thursday, November 7 | The Metafictional Text
Read: Patrick Ness’s The Rest of Us Just Live Here (pp. 1 - 80)
Tuesday, November 12 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Patrick Ness’s The Rest of Us Just Live Here (pp. 81 - 160)
Thursday, November 14 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Patrick Ness’s The Rest of Us Just Live Here (pp. 161 240)
Tuesday, November 19 | Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Patrick Ness’s The Rest of Us Just Live Here (pp. 241 - end)
Thursday, November 21 | The Graphic Space Saga
Read: Tillie Walden’s On a Sunbeam (Chapters 1 - 5)
Tuesday, November 26 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Tillie Walden’s On a Sunbeam (Chapters 6 - 10)
Thursday, November 28 | No Class: Thanksgiving Recess
Tuesday, December 3 | Discussion Leading Session
Read: Tillie Walden’s On a Sunbeam (Chapters 11 - 15)
Thursday, December 5 | Critical Applications and Novel Wrap-Up
Read: Tillie Walden’s On a Sunbeam (Chapters 16 - 20)
Tuesday, December 10 | Last Day of Class

How do I approach the primary texts assigned in this course?
Everyone in this classroom comes in with a different range of experiences and levels expertise. For instance, one person
might be experienced when it comes to literary criticism and close reading, whereas another person might be more
comfortable examining ideologies of gender and sexuality. If you are unsure how to approach any of the primary texts
discussed in our class, here are a some general questions that you can explore when engaging with them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What are the main arguments or topics that the text is trying to advance?
How does the novel’s time, place, or setting affect your understanding of the novel’s central ideas?
What real-world issues or concerns are being mobilized through the novel’s imaginary or speculative setting?
Is there anything unique in terms of how a novel’s story is told? What makes this text similar to or different from
others you have read?
What emotions does the novel make you feel? What narrative, aesthetic, or content-based strategies does the novel
implement to make you feel these emotions?
Are there any particular patterns, tropes, or motifs implemented in the text? How do these affect your overall
understanding of the text?
What are the underlying ideologies (systems of beliefs of ideas) present in the text?
What potential audiences are the texts trying to reach? Who is the story written for?

